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Abstract

Visually capturing human hand motion requires estimat-
ing the 3D hand global pose as well as its local finger ar-
ticulations. This is a challenging task that requires a search
in a high dimensional space due to the high degrees of free-
dom that fingers exhibit and the self occlusions caused by
global hand motion. In this paper we propose a divide and
conquer approach to estimate both global and local hand
motion. By looking into the palm and extra feature points
provided by fingers, the hand pose is determined from the
palm using Iterative Closed Point (ICP) algorithm and fac-
torization method. The hand global pose serves as the base
frame for the finger motion capturing. Noticing the natural
hand motion constraints, we propose an efficient tracking
algorithm based on sequential Monte Carlo technique for
tracking finger motion. To enhance the accuracy, pose es-
timations and finger articulation tracking are performed in
an iterative manner. Our experiments show that our ap-
proach is accurate and robust for natural hand movements.

1. Introduction

Hand gestures can be a more natural and articulate way
for many human computer interaction applications. For in-
stance, people can use their hands to manipulate virtual ob-
jects directly in virtual environments. But one of the main
difficulties is how to capture human hand motion. As an
alternative to glove-based techniques that requires users to
wear a special data glove, vision-based techniques are non-
invasive and more affordable. However, capturing hand
and finger motion from video sequences is an extremely
challenging task. Typical hand motions consist of global
translation, rotation, and natural finger movements. Due
to the hand anatomy, hand rotations often introduce self-
occlusions that cause some of the fingers to become invis-
ible. Since the finger motion has high degrees of freedom,

many techniques of estimating finger articulations often in-
volve a formidable search problem in a high dimensional
space.

Different methods have been proposed to analyze human
hand motion for visual hand tracking. One approach makes
use of deformable hand shape models [2], in which the hand
shape deformation could be governed by Newtonian dy-
namics or statistical training methods such as the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). However, accurate estimates
of hand poses are hard to obtain by these methods.

Another approach is the appearance-based approach,
which tries to establish the mapping between image fea-
ture space and the hand motion space [7, 13]. However,
the mapping can be difficult to learn and may not be one-to-
one. Also, it is not trivial to collect large and representative
set of training data.

A third approach is the 3D model-based approach. The
hand motion could be estimated by matching the 3D model
projections and observed image features, so that the prob-
lem becomes a search problem in a high dimensional space.
To construct the correspondences between the model and
the images, different image observations have been stud-
ied, such as fingertips [5, 9, 12], line features [6, 8], con-
tours [10], and silhouettes [4, 1, 14].

Many methods tackle the global hand motion and lo-
cal finger motion simultaneously, such that the optimization
would have a very high chance to converge to a local min-
ima. On the other hand, a divide-and-conquer approach [12]
could be taken to separate the hand pose determination and
articulation estimation. It could be a general method for
articulate objects.

This paper proposes an approach to capture both hand
pose and finger articulation in the divide-and-conquer
framework. We propose an algorithm combining the It-
erative Closed Point (ICP) algorithm and the factorization
method to determinate global hand pose. Section 3 will de-
scribe this approach. The fact that the natural finger motion
is also highly constrained helps us reduce the dimensional-
ity of the feasible hand configuration space. We propose to



use a set of linear manifolds to characterize hand configu-
ration. Details of the hand motion model could be found
in Section 2. In Section 4, an efficient algorithm based on
sequential Monte Carlo techniques for tracking finger mo-
tion is given. To enhance the accuracy, pose estimations
and finger articulation tracking are performed in an iterative
manner. Details will be given in Section 5. Our experiments
including simulation and real hand sequences will be shown
in Section 6.

2. Hand Model and Motion Constraints

Hand motion consists of global hand pose ��� and lo-
cal finger articulation ��� . Global hand motion can be de-
scribed by 3D translation � and rotation � of the palm. The
local finger motion is represented by a set of joint angles � .
The hand structure is represented by a kinematical model
(Figure 1a), which has roughly 20 degrees of freedom [5, 4].
The task of motion capturing is to estimate �	��
��
���� .

In our experiment, we use a cardboard model in which
each finger is represented by a set of three connected planar
patches. The parameters of the patches are calibrated ac-
cording to an individual user. (Figure 1b). Although it is a
simplification of the human hand structure, it offers a good
approximation for motion capturing. A major drawback is
that it cannot capture motions with large out-of-plane rota-
tions.
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Figure 1. Hand Model: (a) Kinematical chain of one fin-
ger, (b) Cardboard hand model.

Instead of searching in the 20 dimensional space, we
would like to use various constraints to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the joint angle space and find a smaller feasible
space, which we will call the configuration space � . Sev-
eral commonly known constraints due to the anatomy of the
hand can be used to initially reduce the dimensionality to
roughly 15. To further reduce the dimensionality, we have
collected more than 30,000 joint angle data from various
hand motions using CyberGlove. Then PCA is applied to
eliminate the redundancy. We can project ��������� into a 7-
dimensional subspace while maintaining 95% of the infor-
mation. Therefore, the configuration space � is defined in

��� . Furthermore, we define 28 basis configurations as fol-
lows. For each basis state ��� , each finger is either fully ex-
tended or fully curled. A subset of the basis states is shown
in Figure 2a. Our observations of the motion trajectories be-
tween basis states in � show that they are roughly linear and
that natural hand articulation can be characterized by these
linear manifold � �! spanned by � � and �  , with "$#%'& .�)(+* �-,  �.�! /
 where �0�1 %+2�3547698 ����
��: <; (1)

A lower dimensional illustration is shown in Figure 2b, in
which each point represents a real hand configuration in � .

(a) a subset of basis configurations
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(b) linear manifolds in the configuration space

Figure 2. Hand articulation in the configuration space,
which is characterized by a set of basis configurations and
linear manifolds.

3. Capturing Global Motion

The global hand motion is defined by the current pose
estimate of the palm, which is approximated as a rigid pla-
nar object, relative to the initial pose. In this section, we
present algorithms for determining the pose and estimating
the global motion.

3.1. Pose Estimation

In this section, we assume the correspondences have
been constructed for pose determination. The process of
building the correspondences will be presented in Sec-
tion 3.2. Let a point on the plane be = � %?> @ � 
�A �CBCD , and its
image point be E � %F> G � 
�H �-BCD . Under scaled orthographic
projection, we can write ��I E � %KJ = �5L�M , whereJF%ON�PRQSQTPUQ �P � QTP ���WV and M %XN � Q� �YV
We can subtract the centroid of the projection points and
model points, i.e., ZE � % E �\[^]E and Z= � % = �:[_]= , which
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gives � I ZE � % J Z= � . Letting
� % J�� ��I , we have ZE � %� Z= � .

Denoting > G��� 
�H �� BCD to be the " -th image point at the � -th
frame, we define

� % �		


G QQ G Q����� G Q�H QQ H Q� ��� H Q�G � Q G ������ G ��H7�Q H �� ��� H ��

����
� %����

where

� %XN � Q� � V and ��%ON @ Q @ � ��� @ �A Q A � ��� A � V
The factorization method [11] can be used to solve for �
and � up to a matrix � , which could be determined by the
constraints of � .

After recovering � , which contains
�

and � I , � and � I
are computed from

�
(see Appendix), which leads to :N � Q� � V % � I ]E [ N PRQSQTPUQ �P � Q P ��� V ]=

For simplicity, we can use the first frame that shows the
front of the palm for initialization and calibration, and take
image points along the palm contour as the model points.

3.2. Iterative Closed Points

The pose determination method presented in the previ-
ous section assumes point correspondences. In this sec-
tion we describe a method for establishing point correspon-
dences by adapting the idea of the Iterative Closed Point
(ICP) algorithm. A comprehensive description of ICP for
free-form curve registration can be found in [15]. The basic
idea is to refine the correspondences and the motion param-
eters iteratively.

Since we treat the palm as a rigid planar object, it can
be represented by its contour curve. A curve can be rep-
resented by a set of points. Let =  8����F&���� ; be the� chained points on the 3D curve model � . Let �! be the
edges observed in the image. The objective is to construct
the correspondences between the two curves, such that

" 8 ��
�M<; % �# %$ Q'&  )( 8+* 8 � =�, L�M<; 
-�  ; (2)

is minimized, where ( 8 = 
��. ; denotes the distance of the
point = and the curve �. , &  takes value � if there is a match
for =  and takes / otherwise, and * 8 = ; represents the pro-
jection of = from 3D space onto the image plane.

The ICP algorithm takes the image edge point that is
closest to the projected 3D model point i.e., * 8 � = , � L�M<; 
 as
its correspondence. If all image edge points are too far from

the projection, this model point = � can not be matched and
we set & � % / . Motion 8 ��
�M<; is computed based on such
a temporary correspondences using the pose determination
method present in Section 3.1. The computed motion re-
sults in a new matching. Iteratively applying this procedure,
ICP yields a better and better pose estimation, provided that
the motion between successive frames are small. It should
be pointed out that the ICP procedure converges only to a lo-
cal minima, which means that we need a close initial start.
Obviously, the ICP algorithm could be easily extended to
two-frame registration.

4. Capturing Finger Articulation

In this section, we present a sequential Monte Carlo al-
gorithm that takes advantage of the natural hand motion
constraints in the tracking algorithm.

4.1. Sequential Monte Carlo

The tracking problem is formulated as a process of con-
ditional probability density propagation. We can track the
finger motions efficiently using sequential Monte Carlo
method, which offers a way to approximate the evolution
of the densities. Denote the target state and image observa-
tions by 0 , and 1 , respectively, and 2 , % �31 Q 
 ��4� 
51 , � ,
the tracking problem is formulated as:3 8 0 ,76 Q38 2 ,76 Q ;:9 3 8 1 ,76 Q;8 0 ,76 Q ; 3 8 0 ,76 Q<8 2 , ; (3)

The posteriori 3 8 0 , 8 2 , ; is represented by a set of random

samples � 2<=?><@, 
%A =?>3@, � which evolve to a new set of samples� 2 =?>3@,76 Q 
�A =?>3@,76 Q � at time ��L � to represent the new posteriori.
Different sampling schemes can be used depending on the
source of sampling priors [14, 3].

Since finger articulation involves a high DOF, algorithms
such as CONDENSATION will require a large number of
samples for representing the density propagation, and an
intensive computation will be unavoidable. Fortunately, we
may reduce the complexity by making use of the finger mo-
tion constraints as an outside prior for the importance sam-
pling technique. Let B , 8 0 =?>3@, ; % 3 8 0 , % 0 =?>3@, 8 2 ,DC Q ; be
the tracking prior. To approximate the posterior 3 8 0 , 8 2 ; ,
we draw random samples from another distribution E , 8 0 , ; ,
instead of the prior density B , 8 0 , ; . Below we will give a
brief description of this method. The details can be found
in [14].

For natural hand motion, each hand configuration 0
should be either around a basis state � � 
F� %G� 
 ��4� 
S� ,
or on the manifold � �1 , where "$#% & 
�"�
 & %H� 
 ��4� 
S� . Sup-
pose at time frame � , the hand configuration is 0 , . We find
the projection ]0 , of 0 , onto the nearest manifold �JI�! , and
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obtain 2 , % � [ 8 0 , [ � � ; D 8 �  [ � � ;8?8 8 �  [W��� ; 8 8
Then, random samples are drawn from the manifold � �1 ac-
cording to the density 3 �! , i.e.,2 =?>3@,76 Q � 3 �! % ��8 2 , 
 � ; (4)�0 =?>3@,76 Q % 2<=?>3@,76 Q ���5L 8-� [ 2<=?>3@,76 Q ; �: (5)

Next, perform random walk on
�0 = >3@,76 Q to obtain hypothesis0 =?>3@,76 Q , i.e., 0 =?>3@,76 Q � �'8 �0 = >3@,76 Q 
 � ,76 Q ; (6)

Define the importance function to be: E ,76 Q 8 0 =?>3@,76 Q ; %3 8 2<=?><@,76 Q 8 2 , ; 3 8 0 =?>3@,76 Q 8 �0 = >3@,76 Q ; , and we have

E ,76 Q 8 0 =?>3@,76 Q ; � �
� 8 � 8 Q�� � �	��
 �7[ 8 2<=?>3@,76 Q [ 2 , ;��� � �[ �
� 8 0 =?><@,76 Q [ �0 =?>3@,76 Q ; � C Q 8 0 = >3@,76 Q [ �0 =?>3@,76 Q ;��

Finally, the weights must be properly compensated:

A =?>3@,76 Q % B ,76 Q 8 0 = >3@,76 Q ;E ,76 Q 8 0 = >3@,76 Q ; 3 8 1 ,76 Q 8 0 ,76 Q % 0 =?>3@,76 Q ; (7)

If the previous hand configuration is at one of the basis
configurations, say 0 , % � � , it is reasonable to assume that
it selects any one of the manifolds of �<� �  
 & % � 
 ��� 
S� �
with the same probability. Consequently, random samples
are drawn from a mixture density 3 � .
4.2. Model Matching

We employ edge observations to measure the likelihood
of hypotheses, i.e., 3 8 1 , 8 0 , ; as in [14]. Self-occlusion
is handled by constructing an occlusion map for the hand
model. The cardboard model for the hand is sampled at a
set of  points on the laterals of the patches. For each of
these samples, edge detection is performed on the points
along the normal of this sample. If we assume that � edge
points ������
�� %H� 
 ��� 
S� � are observed, and the clutter is
a Poisson process with density � , then,3��� 8�� 8 @ � ; 9 � L �

� � A � ��� �
�#
� $ Q ����
 [ 8 ��� [ @ � ;��� � ��

We also consider the silhouette measurements, by cal-
culating the difference between the areas of the image���

and the projected cardboard model
� � , i.e., 3! 9

�	��
 [ =#"%$ C "'& @)(�+* (, . Thus, the likelihood becomes:

3 8 1 8 0�; 9 3  -.
� $ Q 3 �� (8)

5. Divide and Conquer Approach

Rather than estimating both global and local motion al-
together, another approach is to estimate global and local
motions separately and combine the results in an iterative
manner [12]. By estimating the global and local parameters
separately, we have the advantage of reduced complexity.
However, the pose estimation method in Section 3 would
induce inaccuracies, since the method matches the palm
against all the edges observed in the images. Part of the
index and little finger edge points will often be confused as
palm edge points, which would result in wrong scaling and
rotation estimates.

One remedy is to introduce additional feature points such
as the fingertip locations to help reducing the error and
provide bounds for the model matching. Our experiments
showed that this indeed improves the performance of es-
timation. We combine the results of global and local pa-
rameters in a two-step iterative manner: (1) pose determi-
nation based on palm contour and some extra points, using
the method describe in Section 3; (2) tracking local finger
configurations using a Monte Carlo based algorithm as de-
scribed in Section 4 and finding extra feature points. The
iterations between global and local hand motion estimation
would converge to a local stationary point that minimizes
the discrepancies between the image observation and model
projection. A proof of the convergence can be found in [12].

6. Experiment

We have performed several simulation experiments to
evaluate the proposed algorithm, and applied our algorithm
to real hand image sequences.

6.1. Simulation

It is generally difficult to obtain the ground truth of hand
motions from a real video sequence. Therefore, we have
produced a synthetic sequence of 200 frames containing
typical hand movements. This synthetic sequence will fa-
cilitate the quantitative evaluations of our algorithm. Some
examples of the synthetic motion is shown in Figure 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Sample of our results on synthetic sequences.
(a) a synthetic image (b) the image with model aligned.
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Some of the motion parameters are shown in Figure 4 for
comparison. The solid curves are our estimates and the dash
curves are the ground truth. The figure plot the @ translation
with average error of � � ��� pixels, the rotation with average
error of � � � ��� , the PIP joint of the index finger with average
error of

� � ��� � , the MCP flexion of the middle finger with
average error of

� � � � � , the PIP joint of the ring finger with
average error of � � 	 � � , and the MCP abduction of the ring
finger with average error of � � � � � .
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Figure 4. The comparison of our results and the ground
truth on a synthetic sequence. The dash curves are the
ground truth, and the solid curves are our estimates.

6.2. Real Hand Sequences

We have also tested our motion capturing algorithm on
real hand motion sequences. Different schemes are com-
pared for local motion capturing (Figure 5). The first one is
a random search scheme in the 
�� space with 5000 random

samples. Since it makes use of no constraints, the perfor-
mance is poor for local motion estimation and also degrades
the global pose estimation. The second scheme uses CON-
DENSATION with 3000 samples in 
� . It performs better
than the first method, but it is still not robust enough. The
third scheme is the proposed method, and it works accu-
rately and robustly. The articulation model makes the com-
putation more efficient and the local motion estimation en-
hances the accuracy of hand pose determination.

7. Conclusions

It is a difficult problem to capture both global hand poses
and local finger articulations in video sequences because of
the high degrees of freedom involved. This paper presents a
divide and conquer approach to this problem by separating
the global and local hand motion and estimating each com-
ponent separately. For the global motion, we approximate
the palm as a rigid planar object and use ICP to track the
hand pose. The local finger articulation is tracked through a
sequential Monte Carlo technique. The iterations between
the estimates of global and local finger motion result in an
accurate motion estimation.

Our current technique assumes clean backgrounds,
which largely simplifies the image observation processes.
We shall investigate the problem of clutter backgrounds.
Also, a better hand model could be used to better handle
out of plane rotations. Our current method requires manual
initialization for tracking. It would be more interesting if
we could achieve automatic initialization for the tracking.

Appendix: Solving � and ��� from �
After we solve the motion based on the factorization

method, � contains only � if we assume orthographic pro-
jection. In the following, we show how to estimate the ro-
tation � and the depth translation ��� from � under scaled
orthographic projection. It is clear that

��� �� � ��� �!� � ��� �#"%$ �#�� ���&"'� � ���&"!"%$&"!�$(�)� $&�!" $&�!�
*+

From the property �,-�.�0/ , we obtain

� "�21 " �43 $ "�)� �65 with 1 " � � � "�7�83 � "")� (9)� "�21 ""93 $ "�7" �65 with 1 "" � � "��":3 � ""7" (10)� "��; 3 $ �'� $ �7"<�0= with ; � � �!� � ��" 3 � ")� � "!" (11)

From (9), we have

� "� � 51 " �?> 5A@ $ "�)��B (12)
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(a) Random search 5,000 points in ��� .

(b) CONDENSATION with 3,000 samples in � � .

(c) Our approach with 100 samples.

Figure 5. Comparison of different methods on real hand sequences. Our method is more accurate than the other two methods.

Then, from (11), we obtain

P I � % �
� � Q P I Q [ �

� � Q �P I Q (13)

Substitute them into (10), and we get8 � � Q � �� [ � � ; P �I Q L 8 � � � [ � � Q � �� L � � Q ; P �I Q [ � � % / (14)

We may have at most four solutions, but usually only two
because P �I Q should be always positive. Even the two so-
lutions can be possibly resolved by checking whether the
resulting matrix is a rotation matrix or a reflection (the de-
terminant is equal to [ � ).
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